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When a group of people singles out others as not worthy of life, violence follows.    
 

The world is plagued by violence.  People in our society today believe that it is okay to 
kill and dispose of groups of people but I say to you in all truth violence like abortion and 
euthanasia, no matter how they are done are EVIL.  Lowering the value of human life is like 
killing a person in Spirit...it denies the rights of a child of God.  When people in our society 
agree with violence, such as:  abortion, euthanasia, capital punishment, or gender change 
(which disfigures bodies and denies God's gift of creating life), then more unaccepted violence 
follows, such as: depression, anxiety, hateful speech, substance abuse, stealing, physical and 
sexual abuse, rape, human trafficking, shootings, war, or the occult.    

   
With abortion, the ones not killed can be hurt spiritually, which can lead violence 

toward themselves and others.  When the mother has an abortion there are many issues that 
can come up in the family.   After an abortion, a woman can become depressed, especially 
when she understands what she has done.  This can lead to her drinking, lashing out, stealing 
to get the money for alcohol / drugs, prison, or even suicide.  The father of the aborted baby 
either didn't care to save his baby, or he loved the baby and didn't want his baby to die.  If he 
didn't care about the baby, most likely he didn't care about the mom either and he helped 
cause her misery and spiritual death.  If he did love his baby, he would be very sad that the 
mother chose abortion and he may do all of the same things the mother did.  The 
grandparents of the aborted baby would be very sad, too.  The family, full of pain, will carry 
the violent actions to the world around them, then it cycles back again.  

 
Often, people that have had abortions lash out to justify what they did by saying that it's 

just okay,  it's not really a baby...because “misery always loves company.”   When they do this, 
they say babies are not human and it's okay to KILL them.  The people who believe this may 
eventually say that it's okay to kill others...such as: the elderly, the sick, the disabled.  This type 
of violence leads to more depression and not caring about others.  Once it becomes accepted, 
it can lead to society enslaving or killing certain people, such as: the Jews during WWII, African 
slaves, women and children who are trafficked, sold, and abused, and even human sacrifice.  
When good people stand up against all of this, then the bad guys fight back, which can lead to 
war.                      
  Defining some people as less than human / not worthy of life leads to violence against 
everyone – body and soul.  Abortion creates a cycle of lies and violence - human babies are not 
tissue!   We MUST PRAY and REACH OUT with GOD'S LOVE.  WE ARE ALL CHILDREN OF 
GOD...PRECIOUS TO HIM!   


